
AGREEMENT

on Cooperation between

Uzhhorod National University (Ukraine)

and Brno University of Technology (Czech Republic)

State University <Uzhhorod National University> represented by rector prof. Volodymyr Smolanka, which

€cfS on the bases of Statute from one side and Brno University of Technology represented by rector prof.

Petr St6piinek from the other side agree to stimulate and mutually support co-operative relations, which

will emphasis the development of collaborative educational and research projects. Both universities will
encourage direct contact and co-operation between their faculty members, departments, institutes and

other research centers subject to the provisions of this Agreement.

1. Within the mutually agreed fields of study, the Uzhhorod National University and Brno University of
Technology agree to the following general forms of co-operation:

Researches in scientific issues of natural and technical sciences, which establish mutual interes!
Extension of results scientific researches among wide scientific international communities;

Preparation, organization and leading common scientific conferences, symposiums, seminars,

exhibitions;

Common preparation and publishing books, tutorials, scientific monographs;

Exchanging by professionalexperience, scientific, pedagogical, and technical staffs;

Realization common projects in rising quality of educational process;

Mutual using of experience and implementation of modern standards professional education on

different levels;

Student exchange according to Bachelor, Master and PhD programmes;

Common preparation of students, postgraduates, doctors, improvement of qualification staffs in

educational esta blishment of partner;

Working on common scientific projects, which include possibility of participating in state,

bilateral, European, international and non-governmental progra mmes;

Organization of exchanging in the sphere of art and sport;

Other forms of cooperation between the universities taking into account mutual interests.
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2. Terms of joint activities, the conditions for utilizing the results achieved, and arrangements for specific

visits, exchanges and other forms of co-operation will be negotiated for each specific activity. lt is also

understood that any financial arrangements will be negotiated and agreed to in writing for each specific

case and will depend upon the availability of funds.

Funding can be realized involving the financial resources of special funds, programs, grants or sponsors'

financial support based on the separate contracts.

3. Exchange of academic staff, research scientists, yearly quotas, duration of their stay will be defined in

a separately prepared working programme. This working programme can be rearranged for defined

period in accordance with the proposals of the parties to meet the new demands and requirements and

is a responsibility of universities'faculties or constitutive parts.

.-"zLThe student exchange will be regulated by the special agreement and/or the working programme

between the universities' faculties or constitutive parts.

5. Responsible Persons for the organization of the work on the performance of the Agreement Provisions

are the responsible pefsons assigned according the competence of the Parties.

6. This Agreement will become effective upon the date of signature by the representatives of the two
universities and acting during the term of five years. This Agreement is automatically validated for the

next 5 years if the part'qes do not set'any written claims one year prior to termination of agreement.

8. The agreement drew up in four original copies in English language, which have the same juridical

force.
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